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CONCLUSIONS
The opinion survey' carried out during the Spring of 1977 on _5
residents living near four airports around Paris provided an. eval-
uation of the relative significance of annoyance factors versus
general aviation and a verification of the psophic index validity
as a means for determining the importance of this annoyanceo
The main results of this study are the following:
I. Most residents are generally satisfied with the life-style
in their community_ both with respect to tilenatural environment and
living quarters and to the social_ economic and business environ-
ment. Accordingly, it is possible to state that the annoyance from
airplane noise does not mean. there is a-more general unsatisfaetion
of this environment.
2. It is possible to evaluate the _nnoyance from light air-
craft felt by people living near the airport by examining a series
of questions relating to a certain, number of daily activities likely
to be disturbed by light airplane noise and which form a measuring
instrument (scale)o
The advantage of this instrument_ which allows for a more ob-
jective evaluation, of annoyance than a single general question_ is
confirmed by a factors analysis which isolates a factor related to
this annoyance, which is often created more by psychological than
sociological factors: attitude toward the local airport, fear of
future airport expansion_ individual sensitivity to noiseo
3. We had to separate the case of Chavenay from the other
three airports. Even though the residents live in zones with less
exposure to light aircraft noise, when interviewed they expressed
more annoyance than the residents living near the other airports.
__u[--_..........Moreover, this annoyance does not _vary significantly from one zone .
to another. Additionally_ the'y are the ones who have already dem-
onstrated in the form of a petition or public meeting to protest
against noise from light aircrafts. _l_e origin of the annoyance
expressed at Chavenay t which is not directly caused by noise from
airplanes_ comes mainly from the fear of seeing the airport traf-
fic expand or develop new types of aircraft in the future. We
may add to this fear the influence of socio-economic factors (socio-
professional category ar,d high incomes) ;_nd the effect of' oontr_.st
produced by the presence of airplane noise in _ _'ener_l].ylow noise
level environment.
_- 4. For the other three airports_ where the neighborin_j resi-
dents react in a consistent manner_ the annoy'_nce felt increases wigh
the level of exposure to airplane noise up to zone 3 (psoph:ie index
: ranging between 83 and 87)_ whereas we note a pla.teau for the most
exposed zone_ which could correspond to a saturation based on psoph-
ic index 88_
ii i
"7,i
_'i:_;" 5- The present psophic index, which accounts for the noise
_)_ level and the traffic volume, appropriately represents the annoy-
_:,_ _nce felt. This representation capabi.l.ity could probably be improv-
}_ ed by accounting for how long the noise lasts, which appears to be
::'-_" an _m[_o_t,ant component of the annoyance from light aircraft°
i<:{. .............6o The period where annoyance Is felt the most for all four
:?_" airports is during the week-end and from 2 p,m. to 5 p,m,
7. The willingness to protest varies with the airports; it i_5
:_ greater at Chavenay and at Guyancourt. The reputation and exten.t of
iili ofthe theseas umedtwodemonstrationsairports, also appears to be greater in the vicinity
8. Investigation of the image of the local airport and light
aircraft shows that people think of flying as a pleasure and sports
activity rather than a utilitarian one, It appears that in: .addition
to a concern that the airport will expand its traffic, the pretests
against aircraft noise stem from the current status of light air-
craft: the opport_mity go pilot is limited, to a certain social: econ-
;_ omic class_ i.e. its exclusive nature.
_:%
Most residen't;.s, think the airport should have better facilities
,_ .
} tice flying should be made available to the youth of the community;i
;i
-fl
_ .
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.. ANNOYANCE FROM LIGHT AIRCR&FT
INVESTIGATION CARRI],DDOUT AROUND FOUR AIRPORTS NEAR PARIS
CERPAIR and ARCMC
INTRODUCTION
The results presented in this report are collected from an inves-_w
tiGation carried out durin G the Spain G of 1977 upon the request of the i
Direction Gdndrale de l_Avlation Civile and the Service Technique de I
la NaviGation A4rienne in order to g_ther information to evaluate the 'l
armoyance caused to people living adjacent to airports from the traffic
of light propeller aircrafts.
The research was assigned to ARCmc SARL (marketing and communica-
tion consulting, research and analysis) and to CERPAIR (Army Psycholo-
gy Research Center), who collaborated in performing the investigation. !
AR_mm was responsible for data collection in the field and CERPAIR dir- !
ected the project and was responsible for data processing.
Paris Airport authorities kindly provided data on traffic and on
curves of exposure to noise for the four airports.
1. Research 0b.iectives
The current importance and development of the General aviation
traffic at certain airports (particularly in the vicinity of Paris) and ._:
the protests which have resulted, give cause for an investigation of
the effects of this noise pollution in order to control it and its
expansion, _ ._
A survey carried out in Ootobe_ ivg_,ear the St-Cyr-10_]cole (1) :-::_,1
airport_ made it possible to collec_ _at8( on the attitudes o_ residents I
from neighborhoods adjacent to the ai'r'poz_t towards light aviation traf- i
fic and on the existing relationship at a Given point between the
i_-k-enchpsophic index N and the degree of"annoyance felt. This inves-
tigation brought to light the presence of a concomitant variation be-
tween value N and the annoyance index value GO, established durin G a
previous survey conducted in neighborhoods in the vicinity of Orly air-
port.
Index N should make it possible to evaluate the annoyance felt
l by the residents, The same survey 9 however_ also demonstrated "that
the annoyance in neighborhoods _.round St-Cyr was not as groat as anti-
cipated from the N index rated on residents of neighborhoods around
.,
_'_loyance Caused by LiGht Aviation", Investigation Conducted :in.
Neighborhoods Around Saint-Oyr-l'Ecolep S,T,N,A.,/2N-[[FOP_ Aug, 1975.
*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text,
Orly. In othe.r words_ compared to what it moans for Orly, tile psophic
index appears to overestimate the annoyance at St-Cyr.
Amon_._the reasons likely to explain this effect p the authors of
this study emphasized the traffic distribution during the day - most \, ./
displacements occur at St-Oyr between 8 aom. and 9 p.m. - and the \./ :
shortes_.noise interve,l: "since _ir traffic is closer 9 ther.e is less ..... .
annoyance per d.isp.lacement" !_I)• ].vtot
Mo_'eover_ the nunlber of protests m_de during tile past few years
to light aircraft traffic around certain airports in the Paris region
seems to contradict these assumptions.
All this was tied to a special kind of traffic problem of light
aviation around airports and thereby to a special kind of annoyance
it is likely to cause to neighboring residents; thls problem is fled
to the image of light aviation to the extent where the representations we
have of it and the perception of its traffic are interdependent.
Under these conditions, the annoyance from light aircraft must
be analyzed and measured, by taking into account its specis.l chs.rac.-
teristics and l if present, rel_ted factors which determine them. Ac-
cordingly 9 there were two types of goals to be reached-
-to check the validity of the psopehic index as a means for de-
termining the amolnlt of annoyance from light aviation traffic, i,e.
its correlation with the annoyance felt by residents adjacent to air-
ports.
-to analyze and estimate versus this annoyanee_ the relative impor-
tance of the factors concerning general aviation. Without prejudicing
their nature, it was possible to take into censiderationl
.the number of displacements,
_. .traffic distribul;ion in time, ............-_
.the values tied to light airplane traffic from the point of view
of practicality and recreation.
.the image of the airport in the eyes of residents from the adja-
cent neighborhood versus the attitude of these residents _oward their
environment (to what .ex,te_.itshould the airport be perceived a.s an in-
stallation, a privilege, an attraction .,. or on the contrary as a
service, a source of pollution, a factor devaluating the environment°.°).
2. Method of Investi._iatio_n
2o7. The_ulation Studied
The in.vesl;igation%_as conducted in _._ei_'hborhoodssurrounding four
airports in. the Paris suburb:.,_.Chavenay, G-uyancourt_ St-Cyr-lfEcole and
_ _l_p'sophie index does not take into account how long the noise
lasts. _:_:--
Che 1.les- le- Pin,
In the vicinity of these four airpo.vts_ we he.re selected within
the scope of the study an age _['oup of 18 years old livlnfl in zones
exposed to airplane noise defined by the reseat'oh requesters on maps
made at the Paris.airport (i) ..........
The isopsophic curves sho_ul on these maps make it possible to
distingulish four zones of exposure to light aircraft no'ise.-
N = 70 to 75
N = 76 to 82
N = 83 to 87
N = 88 and above.
The zones for conducting interviews were defined by considering
these four levels of exposure to noise and the runway circumfe._?ence.
Excluded from the scope of the study are zones excessively exposed to
external aeronautical traffic other than light aircraf#, from the local
airport (overhead flight zones by commercial traffic).
2.2. The Su_est!onnaire /11
The survey questionnaire has been formulated on the basis of op-
inion surveys already conducted for civilian aviation (i) and in the
light of a first approximation, to the problem of annoyance from light
aircraft traffic_ an.exploratory approximation conducted by the ARCmc
in March _ April 1977o
Upon this occasion, twenty residents_ including protesters, were ..............
freely questioned by the interviewers with psychologists in order to
have a better understanding of the nature of the problem_ the factors
f_%cing one another, the perception of light aircraft traffic and the
annoyance effects caused by tile la.tter. These exploratory interviews
have notably brought to light the significance which fear could have
on future air traffic in the attitudes expressed toward the current
status of airport noise.
2.3. Samplin_ _ and Conductintc_',n(- _nethe+n_e.Interviews.
The sampling survey was limited to 800 people for all four air-
ports. The samplin_ schedule provided for each airport _ sampling of
150 to 250 people - one per residence - distributed equally between
the two sexes, -three ag_ groups: 18 - 39 years, 40 -- 5.9 years_ 60
years and older - and the four levels of exposure to noise defined
_oyance from Light Aircraft" - op. cir,, Attitudes of the .....
Fren0h Population Toward the Supersonic "Bang" - CERPAIR, Oct.
1971. ::!
3
above. The aim of this schedule is not fie establish representative
samplings of the population livin_near each airport, but to provide
an adequate number of interviewed individuals in each zone exposed to
aircraft noise.
The quotas defined a priori for each sampling criteria could only
have an indicative value, since we have left out the socio-demographic .........
estimate and population composition in each zone defined on the maps.
Due to the disparities encountered from one airport to another_ we
were finally able to interview _.
. 85 people at Chavenay
.189 people at Guyancourt
.276 people at St-Cyr-l' Ecole
people at Chelles-le-Pin.
800 people
A major difficulty was encountered at Chavenay where the zones
of exposure to noise defined on the map are not populated enough to
warrant the number of interviews provided. The number of interviews
conducted in the vicinity of this airport is, however, enough to
guarantee the conclusions we are looking for. The interviews which
could not be conducted around the Chavenay airport were carried out
around the three other airports.
The 800 interviews were carried out between May 25 and June 22 y_1977 by 24 male and female i1_terviewers, f::
All interviews took place in the homes of the people questioned.
Within each zone, we were careful to sca'_ter the survey points homo-
geneously. The interviews were spread over different hours of the
-- day, some of _hem took place in the evening in order to contact wet-.......................
kers, The person selected in the home for the interview was deter-
mined on the basis of sex and age quotas defined in the sampling' sche-
dule.
The interview lasted 30 to 40 minutes. The investigation was
well received and instigated cooperation and interest.
CHAPTER I -
The population samples interviewed in the vicinity of /_ airports
are about equally distribu,ted according to sex. Quite large differ-
ences appear, however_ from one sample to another, if we consider the
age of the people interviewed and especially their socio-professional
category (I).
L. _ ,, " " _..tJJo_._
(1) See detailed results on socio-demographic characteristics in
Appendix I. -:.
2e
The most important characteristics appear...
.at Chave_, where 68 of' the people interviewed were head of
household, belonging to the socio-professional category of higher
...... executives, members of liberal professions, industrialists and big
businessmen_
.at Che!les-].eTPin , where the sampling appears, compared to the
three others, distinctly more_modest from the socio-professional )\
point of view and also a little older; 23% of the people interviewed ',/ •
were more than 60 years old (for 6 to 9% in other .'locations); 5% _ /
came from affluent circles, versus 31 workers and 26% retired.
If we consider the average income level of the home, the differ-
ences between the 4 samples become more distinct: accordingly, the
percentage of residents earning above 8,000 F per month rises to 55%
at Chavenay 9 41% at Guyancourt, 21% at St-Cyr-l'Ecole and 4% at Chelles-
le-Pin.
2. HousDondi ti_qnn_s I_
The 4 population samples of people living next to air-
ports appear rather different by how long 'they have been /
living near "_he airport and by their housing conditions.
Q.I ) .T_th of res:idenco is longer in Chelles-le-Pin
(53% of the people interviewed have been living there for
more than iO years) and shorter at Chavenay (78% moved in
during the past 5 years).
(Q.56) .Most of the people interviewed own their homes:
this proFortion is especially large at Chaven_<_y(84%) and
....... at Guyancourt (87%).
(Q.57 & 58) .Most of them live in individual homes (at Chavenay(93%), C_he-li_s_(80%), whereas
this type of dwelling is not found very often in the vici-
nitro of the St-Cyr-l'Ecole airport (where 94% of the resi-
dents live in apartment buildings_ whic2l are most often 6
stories high).
(Q.55) .In the zones studied_ the individual home 6_enerally
has a private garden and most residents live in an a,partment
with a balcony. Most of the people quest,ioned h_ve the pos-
sibility of enjoying" a y_z_d ab their home, 'but are also dir-
ectly exposed to ambien'_ noise.
%
3. Level ofSatis _t._ _. cti,o_onToward theF_n.vironm n___ _ _ _-_- _ t _._
Generally speak:Ln_]_most residents questioned were sa,-
(Q.2) tisfied with _he life style in their neighborhood. This pos-
itive, attitude h<:tsc0nsider_tble nuances from one a._'e_J,to _i,no-
ther_ since :i.n_llOs'Oc_,ses_.the life--sl;y].e_t (.h.avon,;;_y
el%cos in the ].ei't h_:_.nd column, re.l_0(;._ -to _;l-_e t_b.l_., o J.' .t'e-
suits presented i.x: t]l_) _kppe[idicesin Ohe ol'der Of the qu_:_tJ.on
numbers they px'ecede.
5
Natural and Social Environ- Chavenay Guyancourt St-Cyr- Chelles-
_uarters I'Ecole le-Pin
% % 7. %
Stated they were very or
quite satisfied with,.. ::
.their living quarters....... _ 95 91 94
,the purety of the air...,... IN 91 91 86
,open spaces (parks)....,.... 19_i 74 86 51
,city upkeep................. 86 85 67l__r_L
.driving and parking facil-
ities,,,.,...,....,....,,...,
1_ 73 67 59
.peoples mentality..........., 84 1q--77 59 77LII_L
,quietness from the point of
® ® ®
Econbmic and Commercial Envir
........_:_--q-m-ei_t -_-_Community Facilities .........................
Stated they were very or quit
satisfied with,..
.sports or educational facil-
ities.. ,.......... o.o°°,,...
. 67 49 _ 43
.entertainment facilities.... 1-_ 36 33 23
_ .the cost of living.... .... "" 40 [3 22 15
.the proximity and number of
:::t stores ............ . .... • .... 19 42 [_ 47
.means of public transport...
,2 20 .4, Iz_Z!
6
is considered to be very pleasant (78%) and even at G-uyan-
Court (49%), whereas it is judged to be only sor_ of nice
at St-Cyr-i t_)cole and at Chelles-le-Pin,
(Q.3) Furthel-more, detailed opinions expressed on a dozen
aspects of the local environment show that each one does not
contribute on an equal level to this overall satisfaction. -
iccordingly_ the life-style :in a residential area may seem
generally pleasant in spite of a poor satisfaction 1.evel re-
[ garding public transport, parks, job market, cost of living,
proximity of shopping, factors contributing to the economic
and business environment or to group facilities.
On the other hand, if the residents living in neighbor-
hoods adjacent to airfields like the life-style in their ares.,
they are also happy about their parks, fresh air, driving and
parking possibilities, town maintenance, home life, relation-
ships with neighbors and, in most cases, peacefulness from
the point of view of ambient noise. These latter aspects are
even more significant factors for evaluating the acceptance
of the neighborhood life-style. It is likely, that due to
the urban, socio-profe.sslonal and economic characteristics,
the population s'tudi_ is particularly sensitive to the qual- (/J
ity of the natural and social environment as well as the
living quarters.
As we may see on the next table, residents from nei h_
b0rhoods next to the Chavenav airport are proportionally more
•satisfied with this second rou of factors exeet for the
ambient no_ich is..judged less favorably at Chaveena_
t__hanin nen2i_,hborhoods next to the ) other ai_s, whereas
at Guyancourt, it is judged favorably.
In. order to establish a relationship bet_ween this atti_ _. -
rude toward the environment and the different socio-demo- --._;-
graphic and professional characteristics, we have constructed
a synthetic index for "environe_ental satisfaction" based on
a factorial analysis of all available data. The results of
this statistical analysis are presented in chapter 5.
4. Attachment to the Neighborhood
(Q.4) A large percentage of the people questioned have already
thought about or are currently planning to move to a new home
(Q.5) These states of mind are rarely motivated by ambient
noise, but rather by the desire to ].e_ve Paris and return to
the countryside with the idea of finding better housing con_
ditions, becoming home owners _particularly at St-Cyr-iIEcole
where most residents interviewed lived in apartments.
At Chavenay_ however, one fourth of the residents plan-
ning to move immediately give annoyance from the airport as
the reason: 6% out of 25%.
• 7
5. Presence of a Week-End Hem 1_
One fourth of the people questioned work at ].east
(Q.62) occasionally on Saturday or Sunday (20 to 28%).
The _ercentage of residents who go away for the week-
(Q.63) end during nice weather varies from one sampling to another. .....................
Those who spend week-ends away from home represent only 2%
at Chaven ay, 14% at Guyancourt, 15% at Chelles-le-Pin, but
23% at St-Cyr-l'Eeole, which seems to illustrate the e_tent
to which this practice is Influenced by whether these residents
have their own home, a garden; a fortlori of "living in the
country,,'assome residents living adjacent to the Chavenay
airport happened to say during the exploratory stage inter-
vi ews.
6. Attitudes Toward Ambient Nois9
(Q.6 & Most people interviewed said they were bothered at least
6a) part of the time by the ambient noise present in their neigh-
borhood. For a large percentage of them, this annoyance is
frequent and considerable, particularly at Chavenay.
-a-
b c
Z Z°.
• Chavenay................... 3B 53
• Guyancourt................. 19 28
• St-Cyr-I'Ecole............. 26 35
• Chelles-le-Pin............. 24 26
Key: a-ambient noise annoys them...| b-very or quite often;
c-extremely or moderately
(Q.7 & Not very many had their homes sound-proofed or were
8) thinking about doing so (9 to 16%). _..
We shall see later on that such home improvements did
not help to reduce the noise from light airplanes, because
they usually annoy residents during nice weather when the
windows are open or the people are out in their garden.
7. A_nbient N01se at the Place of Work
(Q.60) Amen the eole interviewed, a rather largo percentage
_P, P .................. f ......_+:.+:+
of them were bothered b air lane noise _at their lace of .....
work+ This is especially the case at Chelles-le-Pin where
th--_-_opulation studied more frequently belongs to modest
socio-professional categories (out of 53% of the working
population_ 31% said that their place of work is very or
quite noise). This is less /Tequentl__the case at ChavenaE
(18°% out o t'_ulabion;J54%-o-f-the workin o ulat_on .
8. Individual Sen_itivit_ to General Noise
Tile six questions asked about this subject were taken
from a survey conducted on attitudes of the French population
._* toward the supersonic bang in 1970 by CERPAIR, based on a
sample representing the national population - excluding the
Paris region.
These six questions form a very good Gut,man type scale
(reproductibility coefficient CeR. = _95, Green criterion
K = .51, Dubois-Loevinger homogeneity coefficient H = .55)*
These questions are given below in the order which in-
creases with the positive answers.
= - _
A Great Deal
Q.6a - Do noises you hear annoy you a great deal, %
moderately_ a little, not at all?
.CERPAIR 1970 11
.Chavenay 24
.Guyancourt 16
•St-Cy r-ltEeole 15
.Chelles-le-Pin l0
Average of the 4 airports 16
Q.9 - Generally speaking, when you hear noise around
you, do you find it intolerable 9 quite Lmpleasant, Intolerable
........................... a-re--you indiffg_,ent-to.:it::_.gr.._.dg__you_findii_ ..___::__:_._. ....._ .................... _.....:-pleasant?
.CERPAIR1970 19
.Chavenay 13
.Guyancourt 17
.St-Cyr-l'Ecole 12
.Chelles-le-Pin 20
Average of the 4 airports 16
_: _l) Refer to appendix II for definition of the Guttman type scale
and the coefficients.
q
Q,IO - When you hear noise 9 do you feel a lot more "_ALot More .....
nervous 9 a little more nervous or ,lot Nervous
more nervous than usual? ,_ -.
._.... CERPAIR 1970 29
;_':" .......... .Chavenay • " 22 " •
.Guyancourt 19
_ .St--Cyr-l'Ecole 19
.Chelles-le-Pin 25
Average of the 4 Airports 21
Q.11 - What kind of noise awakens you? The
The Slightestleast amount of noise_ a small noise_ Noise or a
a rather loud noise or a very loud noise?
_:, Quite Small Noise%
.CERPAIR 1970 43
.Chavenay 31
.Guyaneourt 37
.St-Cyr-l'Eeole 32
.Chelles-le-Pin 4.4
Average of the 4 Airports 36
Q.12 - In general, does noise tire you oonsi- Considerably or
derably, moderately, a little or not Moderately
at all? %
,CERPAIR 1970 55
.................................................. _Cha_ ......... -4.8 ............................
.Guyaneourt 53
•St-Cyr-l'Ecole 50
.Chelles-le-Pin 41
Average of the 4 Airports 48
T:
Q.13 - The fact that you live in a noisy A Deep or
!:; environment, does it have a deep in- Small. In-
fluence on your health, a small in- fluen.ce
fluence, not very muc:h influence or %
::_ no influence at all?
.CERPAIR 1970 65
);2., .
.Chavenay 73
Guyanc ourt 65
.St-Cyr-1'Ncol.e 71
(.lh o I_ es- ie- Pin 6 _ •
Average el" the 4 ii1:'ports 68
Comparison of results of neighborhoods in the vicinity of the
4 airports (variance analysis per airport and noise zone) does not _I
reveal _n appreciable difference, These results are not very dif-
fer'ent from those found at the national level durin_ the ].970 survey,
It may. therefore be concluded that there is no _special characteristic
in this area _e_._l_t to ai_ro_.9_t_s,
The following tables give a s3rnthesis of these results. _ ....
"_"Air_--_or_t NoiseSens:lti'vJ.t_-_-____-- Zone of Exposur---_--'-'--_oise Sens---
Range in i0 itivity
(Range :in i0)
i
' Chavenay ... ......... 5,0 70- 75 4,9
• Guyancourt ..... ...... 4.8 76- 82 4,8
St-Cyr-l'Ecole ....... 4_8 83 - 87 5_0
Chelles-le-Pin ....... 4.8 88 and above 4_6
It was verified, that for each airport, there 'was also no dif-
ference in individual sensitivity between the inhabitants of different
zones of exposure:
-a_ Chavenay Guyancourt Saint-Cyr- Chelles- -b-
l'Ecole le-Pin
Zone 1 : N = 70-75 .... 4.99 4,71 4.94 4,73 4,85
Zone 2 : N = 76-82..... 5.14 4.78 4.54 4,78 4,78 ..
Zone 3 : N = 83-87 .... - 4,91 4.91 4,98 4,95 ii.!i_ii
Zone 4 : N = 88 & + "" - - - 4,64 4,64 ' -:
o -c- 5.00 4,78 4.84 4,75 • ....
, .<'i
'_ " " @
Key: a-Z0ne of Exposure, b-Average per Airport_ c-Average per Zone
CHAPTER 2 - ANNOYANCLe FROM LIGHT AIRCRAFT NOISE
I. Construction of Annoyance Measurii_truments
The survey questionnaire contained a group of eleven• items
relating to _ ce rain number of daily aot/vitles likely to be dis-
turbed by l:[{_htaircraft noise (behavioral items): fallin6_"asleep_
__ a_¢akenin_ conversation_ listening to the _?adio or TV; TV picture ........_
reception_ reading, writing, thinking _ concentration; rest, relaxatlon|
house vibrations; etc.
These same questions were asked twice_ the first time for the
annoyance felt during the week (Q.28)p the second time for the annoy-ance felt during the week end (Q.29). "
A certain number of measuring instruments (scales), slake J.t pos-
sible to obtain synthetic indices of this annoyance for each person
interviewed. They have been constructed from the answers given to
these eleven questions relating to the week-end, then applied to the
answers relating to the week, after verification of the value of these
instruments in both cases. In fact, the annoyance declared was on the
average higher during the week-end_ hence_ we were in a. situation -
like].y to produce the most diversified answers and therefore conducive
to obtaining a measuring instrument capable of capturing 'the different
possible annoyance values from the lowest to the highest.
Two Guttman type scales (i) have been constructed, one with six
items, the other with eight items_ both :have excellent metric quali-
ties, as is shown by the different coefficients computed (i)- CQR.
reproductibility coefficient, Green criterion. K_ Dubois-Loevinger
homogeneity coefficient H. These coefficients are the following:
C.R. K H
Scale of 6 Items .94 .51 .60
Scale of 8 Items .94 .51 °55
The answers were coded by two methods. In a first step, a simple
dichotomy was used, i.e® negative answers ("never") were coded 0_
whereas affirmative answers were coded i, whether these answers were
!'sometimes" or "frequently"°
In a second step, the answers were weighted (hence the name i.iiweighted scale), i. . the negative answers to fl].t r question 18 were
coded 0, whereas the answers to questions in the form o_" scales were
coded l, 2 or 3, Accordingly, we hoped to increase the discriminating
capability of the scales by putting more weight on extreme answers. -._,
:.:-
A preliminary factorial analysis (i) has shown the presence of a _i:
quite isolated factor representing annoyance from aircrafts in which •
the items selected for •both scales had practically the s_me saturation .::
• _-_See_hapter 5" Statistical Synthesis of the Results.
in this factor_ which makes it possible give the same wei_2ht to each /"
item in both scales.
]D"
.:tnally, a factorial range ha.s been computed .from the saturated
questions in this annoyance factor, wit:h tile behavioral items and
other questions sho_n_ in'the questionnaire, and which were selected
by the authors of investigations at 0fly and Saint-Cry-l'Ecole (Ifop
studies 1.973 and 1975) (2) to construct an annoyance index "GO".
This factorial r.'ange has been first computed with the ratings shown
in the Ifop studies (G01 index)_ the_-_with ratings derived from the [./ ,"
new factorial analysis [performed on data concerning residents next
to the 4 airports presented in this survey' (G0 2 index) (3). ::
. . +.
Correlations between individual annoyance and the psophic index
N of exposure to noise have been calculated for the five modes of
evaluation.
.v.;
_.'_ie Of 6 Items Sca]_ Factorial Range
Simple Weighted Simple Weighted G01 G02 '_
Correlation With
Psophic Index N.. .25 .32 .26 .32 .32 .34
These results illustrate on the one hand that rating the answers
improves the correlations with the levels of exposure to aircraft
noise, and on the other hand. that a scale of eight items does not add
to the measuring valise versus a scale of six items. Finally_ the use
of a factorial range gives equivalent results. The burden of calcu-
lating an individual factorial range and the extremely close correla-
tions existing between the various measuring instruments tested, lead
us to the conclusion that 'the Guttman scale with six items is the best _ .....
most suitable method of translating the &evel of annoyance from light
aircraft noise. Accordingly, this was the only technique used for
finding all results presented here.
This scale is presented below, each item is listed in the order
of percentages increasing with positive answers, calculated for all
individuals interviewed.
Noise from light aircraft:
.causes house vibrations 10%
.makes it hard to concentrate 17%
; .annoys conversations 20%
.makes a person nervous_ 22%
.disturbs radio or TV listening 29%
,disturbs moments of rest_ re- 32%
laxation
_lation between noise and annoyance in the vicinity of" 0rly"-
Ifop - Jan. 1973; "Annoyance from Light Aviation" - Investigation
conducted around St-Cyr-l'Ecole airport" - Ifop-Etmar - Aug. 1975+
2. Position of_ht Aircraft Noise Amo_iblent Noises
2.1. Pres_f Li_!!t Airplanes
Several filter questions were asked at the beginning of the
interview in order to evaluate the presence of different ambient
noise categories and to identify individuals who hear light aircraft ....
noise and who are bothered by it.
Q. 14: "What kind of noises do you hear' in this nelghberhood?"
(Spontaneous answer: airplane noises),
Q. 15._ "Prom this list_ which noises do you hear around here even
if you have already mentioned them?"
qo 16: For those who answered "airplane noises" to Q_14 or Q.15:
"What kind of airplane noises do you hear around here?"
Q. 17" For those who did not mention small aircraft from the local
airport to Q. 16 : "Do you hear from your residence small pro-
peller planes from the local airport?"
After the interview, each individual was asked to evaluate a
range from 0 to lO the annoyance caused by each category of ambient
noise (sero means that even though the noise in question is heard, it _J
is not at all annoying and lO means the noise is extremely annoying .
After these questions_ we pass to Q.37 for people who did not
hear small aircraft from the local airport. For those who heard the
noise_ but who answered for question 22 that they were not at all
annoyed, the interviewer did not ask questions 23 through 36.
2.1. Position of L_ht Aircrafts Amo__ Different Ambient Noises
The presence of light aircrafts among different ambient noise
sources applies to Chavenay and also to Guyancourt, even though very
slightly_ as is shown by the frequency adjacent residents mention it
on their own initiative (see the next table). ........
At St-Oyr-l_Ecole and at 6helles-le-P1n_ road traffic dominates.
It may be noted tlhat it is also frequently mentioned at Chavenay, but
considerably less at Guyancourt.
Finally, other noises are mentioned with considerable frequency:
helicopters, more often at Chavenay than elsewhere, neighbors, chil-
dren and dogs, combined here into one category and ,,enriched quite
often at St-Cyr-l'Ecole (where 94% of the people interviewed live in
an apartment).
2.2. Respective Importance of An_.af_t and Fro m
Other Sources of Ambient Noise
The ranges assigned by people living near airports to different
ambient noise sources, in order to evaluate the extent of the annoy-
ante they feel, have brought to light:
.the predominance of annoyance from small aircrafts at Chavenay
PRESENCE OF DIFFERENT AMBIENT NOISE
CATEGORIES
Chavenay Guyancourt St-Cyr- Chelles-
l'Ecole le-Pin
% Z Z %Aircraft Noise
,Spontaneously mentioned,°,, _ _ 37 30
.Chosen on the list,o,,,,,,, 27 . In
,Spontaneously select pro- 99 81 64 68
poller planes_ small air-
brafts _ ete..o,.,,.,.,,o,,. 94 68 62 62
,Heard_ if reminded.,,,,,.., 5 13 7 21
_ _ __ _ _
99 81 69 83
I,Ca,l:S, trucks; cycles)
.Mentioned spontaneously..°. 6' 47 I_ I'73-_
.Chosen on list.,,.,,,.,,,., 6 9 6 2
67 56 69 75
Helicopter Noise
,Mentioned spontaneously,.,, _ l 5 I i
.Chosen on list,..,.,..,,,,, 23 15 18 12
IZ ,6 23 ,3
Noise from Neighb0rs, Children_
Do2 s
Z
,Mentioned spontaneously..,, 40 38 ]_ 31
,Chosen on list.,,,.,,,.,.,, 8 8 16 13
.minimum importance at Guy_,_ncourt_ at least in absolute value,
for in relative value it is rated slightly higher than for highway
tra ,_,fie _
•,of secondary importance at St-Cyr-11_]cole and at Chelles-le-
Pin w_ere laighway traffic appears to be clearly more annoying for _
residents adjacent to the airport, i_
J
.... i
!
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ANNOYANCE RANGES RELATING TO DIIFEREN£
AMBIENT NOISES
(averages out of 10)
Chavenay Guyancourt Saint-Cyr Chelles
.Smallaircraft noise....... 3.76 3.34
.Larg'e aircraft noise.,..... 2,18 2,03 1,34 1,69
_Helicopter noise........... IZ 2,28 2,26 1,21
.Highwaytraffic............3,88 4,88
,R_ilroad _oises.,.......,.. 0,65 0,60. 0,62 IZ
,Construction noises... .... . 0,52 ],72 0,52 I_
.Noise from neighbors, chil- 2.07 2.07 I_ I_
d.ren_ dogs
2.3. Net Noise Impact From Lji_ht Aircraft
Data Collected on the table below make it possible to draw two
conclusions :
a) Residents next to Chavenay are distinguished from the others by
the large percentage of them who state they are a1_noyed by small
aircraft noise.
b) The number of individuals annoyed, evaluated from the disturbance ............
from various daily activities (range above zero at scale rated
with 6 items) is below that of individuals who answer a single
and general, less "objective" question (Q,22).
The same applies if we compare the average annoyance per airport
on the basis of a single question (range out of I0, assigned to Q.18
for the annoyance from small aircrafts), and from a rated scale of 6
items (range calculated from I0 levels also):
3, St_ales and C_-rcura__om Lijl_t Aircrafts /32
3. I, Intensi_d _re(_ of Noise .P_rom Light Aircrafts
: The noise produced by light aviation traffic is perceived dif-
ferently ;a.t each airport_ even if it is considered during the
period of the year,when it is heard the most.
Chavenay Guyancourt Saint-Cyr- Chelles-
l'Ecole 1e-Pin
Q.14-Spontaneously mention air- -- % % % %...................
craft noises..,.,...,..., ®..,., 93 67 37 30
Q.16-Spontandously mention small
aircrafts as source of
noise_......., o.o...._.., o.o.•• 94 68 62 62
Q.22-Answer they are annoyed by
noise from small aircrafts
(highly_ moderately, a little). 92 67 46 46
Have a range above zero on the rated
annoyance scale of 6 items
(see Chap. 2 - pargr. I)..... ....... .86 55 34 34
_<evel of Annoyance F_o_all Air.- ..,
Crafts
.Average annoyance calculated from
the evaluation made by residents
of Q,18, ..... , .......... ,.,, ....... 6.59 5.58 3.76 3,34
.Average annoyance calculated from
rated annoyance scale of _ items
(see Chap. 2 - paragr, i).......... 5.48 3.75 2.98 2.72
It tends to appear:
(Q.21) .stron a at Chavena_ and _at G_ancourt (65%), to a less. .........................
extent at St-Cyr-l'Ecole_als6
,weak at Chelles-le-Pin;
(Q.22) .annoying for most residents at Chavenay (65%), for a small-
er percentage at Guyaneourt (39%);
.little or not at all annoying for most of those who hear
it at St-Cyr-l'Ecole and at Chelles-le-Pin;
(Q.23) .as 9% fre _ ancevat- Chav_onsidersbly_ less
at Guyancourt and even less at St-Cyr and at Chelles.
3.2. Moments o:f__ _ :_:
_ (Q.19 & Most people exposed to light aircraft noise say they ,_
20) hear it more at cert_in moments of the year:
during the Sprin_ and especially during the Summer.
(Q.24 & Most people say they are bothered-more at certain
25) moments of the day_ th_emost oft_end.ur.i_ngthe afternoon.
el '/
Chavenay Ouyancourt St-Cyr- Chel les-
1'Ecole Ie-Pin
-When they hear it the most, _he % % 2 %
noise of sma!l airplanes from
the local airport seems:
.very or quite loud.,.,.,,,,,,.., I_ ._ SY 33
,quite or very soft.,,., o...,..,.
19 25 31
To_al numbel" of %.hose who hear it,. 99 81_ 69_ 83
-Generally speaking_ this noise
annoys them, ..
.considerably or moderately,.,... 1%_ 39 23 20
.little or not at all........,.., $4 42 [4_ 16_
99 81 69x 83
.very or quite frequently.... - ]_ 35 15 18
.sometimes (almost)never,ill,. 3, IZ
WAll results are rounded off_ sums" 99 81 69 83
may slightly differ .........
(Q,26) The graph represents the moments of the day where
the annoyance is felt the mos%_ thereby making it pos-
sible to observe an analogous distribution for the 4
airports studied; most o_9.9.pleare anno_ed between 2
and 6_?___ (see _raphs on the following pages.
...........(Q.27) .Small ai_lane noise is more ann ozin_ d_
week-.end than durin_ the week£ this is the opinion of
residents near Chavenay airport, 2/3 of the residents
at Guyancou_t and a smaller percentage at St-Cyr and at
Chelles where annoyance is generally felt less.
3.3, Low Ova#at_ of Accidents /_!£
(Q,33 & If we bel___ieve the res:[der_tsint_rviewed_overhead : ;
.:l.itl .ud_s314) flightS around the airpor_ at ur_usuai!v lo_w- " _" ""
would be _en_ ;.%nd].ass ._?requenl;
-atthe othe._ airports [see table below).
Discussions during the pilot phase of the survey
revealed the sensitivity these residents h_ve toward pi-
lot violations_ whether re&J_ or inla_'ined. Aceordin6fly9
_heir annoyance from light_ aircrafts seem3 tO 'be directly
related to a /.a,cl_ of x'espect o,i' aviation :_:'e_'ulati.ons°
.. Such reports from these :res.identsa_.hould_ o:fcourse_ be
investigated.
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MOMENTS WHEN ANNOYANCE IS FELT
:;" THE MOST AT CHAVENAY (36 ANSWERS)
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MOM_NTS WHEN ANNOYANCE IS FELT THE MOST AT
ST-CYR-LiECOLE (69 ANSWERS) _-
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different hours.
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"_Number of individuaL.Isp_:_rticularlyannoyed a_ _he
differen_ hours,
Chavenay Guyancourt _=-_yr- _n_ ••=='----'-'---_- 4._€._ :
l'Ecole )e-Pin
-See small planes fl i_ _ toe low ......i
,very or quite often•• ,,,,,. 40)5_D 16 II)_^
,sometimes,., ,. . ,,. .,,.,, 21_B_ 25 13 lgJz_
•never.,,,,,. "" • ,,• ,',,'* 38 40 .i 40 /
Total number of individuals who _ -"--
hear propeller planes, •,, •,,,,,,., 99 8| 69 83
-.Have altered seein___a
sma!l :lane crash
•very or quite often,,.,.,,.,,,... 15_ 13 1
.sometimes..,.,•o, ........ ._....., 22_-gJ_ 26 l] l _
.never. o,..... oo., o....., o.,,.., •• 61 42 49 59 !
99X 81 69 83 J
*The difference between the result for two grouped catego_'ies and
the sum of two percentages is due to the fact that these percentages
have been rounded off.
(Q.31 and The fear of accide__ . _ nt__s appears percentagewise more
32) often at Chavenay and at Guy ancourt.
3.4. X_pe and Ci__ Anrlo ance Duri_ the /39
Week and Week-Ends
(Q,28 & _ese results are presented on the next table by
29 comparing the figures relating to the week days and week-
end and arranging in order the problems caused by light :iaviation according to the frequency of each one for Cha-
venay during week days. The result is a quite different
hierarchy of problems from one population sample to ano- '-
ther: !
.At Chavenav, light air lane traffic disturbs resting
" and relaxation e2_ods of residents in their homes_ it
_revents them from oq2e.'_r, w!ndq_s..:grrelax!n_fL_
t
' irritable I and these effe0ts occur mainly during the week-
end for most people sampled.
.__, light aircraft traffic disturbs rest- :I:'::'
• ing periods of these residents and their social life con- i
siderably ].ess; on the other hand, it disturbs to the same
degree radio and TV listening, !
[
TYPE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF ANNOYANCE FROM LIGHT AVIATION
WEEK DAYS AND WEI;DK-ENDS
Y _ court Chelles-
Noise from small planes l'Ecole le-Pin
• 7. 7. 7.or often wherL it-
w.d,-woe,._,w,d,-w,e,'w,d,-w.e. _w,d,-w.e;"
,disturbs relaxation per- ]iodsat  Shh_L3/ 3, 44 ,5/ 22 ,6/ 22
,prevents the,l from openin_
windows _ go " -I
or garden,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1 [40 / 65 21 / 30 I0 / 13 6 / 7
.makes them nervous, irrlt,} _ 21 / 24 13 / 18 l] / 14
!
,annoys radio or TV listen-4
ing,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.., 30 / 43 30 / 35 }8 / 24
,annoys conversations° in
the home,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,, 22 / 46 18 / 26 10 / 16 l0 / I_
,distul"bs reception of TVpicture,,,°.,,,,,,,,,.,,,, 20 / 26 22 / 24 6 / 7 [26 / 27
,bothers concentration for
readlng_ writing_ think-
ing, etc,,.,,,,,,,...,.,,. 18 / 36 17 / 23 II / ]3 8 / 9
,causes house vibrations...
17 / 20 12 / 14 5 / 5 8 / 9
.awakens them prematur-
ely............,..,,,,..,. 9 / 19 7 / 16 4 / 6 4 / 6
,frightens thomoo,.,,.,,o,. 6 / 10 2 / 4 3 / 4 2 / 2
,prevents sleeping......... 5 / 8 3 / 6 2 / 4 5 / 7
-L :II
,At St-Cyr and especially at Chelles_ noise from small
planes is particularly annoying to radio and TV listening,
,In the vicinity of the 4 airports_ a. small percentage
of the residents complain that propeller planes vibrate their
home_ awakens them %00 early in the morning t keeps them from
sleeping or frightens them.
3.5. _,no_e From Current Traffic and Fears of Future
Conversations during the exploratory- phase at Chavenay
brought to light that protests from the residents were not
only motivated by annoyance from present light aircraft
. traffic_ but often primarily bsr the fear of future expan-
- sion_ namely the inclusion of commercial planes, i.e. jets.
These fears arose when a new control tower and new hangers
, were constructed.
(Q,39) Samplin_ result s [nade it possible to measure The extent
of _lese fears_re widel s read than the current
anne-a ceannoa ce xrom_sm_froms allr aircrafts, pa.rticularl_t Chavena__p
whereas this is not the ca_.
Chavenay GuyancourtSr-Cyr- Chelles-
!'Ecole le-P[n
g Z g Z
=
,Fear the annoyance will in-
crease in the future,.,°.°. _ _ 18
.Say they are •annoyed now by
today_s traffic.,........,, 65 28 18 10
.Both of the above.......... (60) (16) (5) (6)
(Q.39a) Comments made to support these answers show that the
fear is__m_a_f_ an_ increase in the pre_sent _traffi_c _at
_, at St-Cyr and at Chelles, whereas at Guyancourt, ......: .........
people fear more the opening of the airport to commercial
aviation and to larger and noisier planes.
4. Pr_o_ Alread M'ade and Measures Taken in Thi_s_
4. I . l_e_f e _Cornlaints
Demonstrations have already been made to protest"
the noise of proReller planes at various levels, depending
on the airport. At Chavenay, more than half the residents
(Q.,35) questioned (55%) have already signed a petition or attended
; a public meeting; at Guyancourt this percentage amounted to
20%. At St-Oyr-l'Ecole and at Chelles-le-Pin, this percen-
tage remains low. 4% and 2% respectively.
Measures taken by using these methods or others also vary
(Q.36) with the airports. If the percentages of residents ready
to complain remains comparable to those who have already
•protested at Chavenay and at Guyancourt, the percentages
increase considerably aro_uad the other two airports.
26 ....
(Q.37 & Finally, the assumed reputation and scope of the pro-
38) tests appears to be very large at Chavenay, quite large at
Guyaneourt and smaller, but not negligible, at St-Cyr-l'Ecole
and at Chelles-le-Pin.
_e table below presents these overall results:
Chavenay Guyancourt St-Cyr- Chel les-
I.'Eeole le-Pin "
% % % %
-Have already protested against
noise from propeller planes... 55 2__0 4 Z
namely by :
J
.signing a petition........... 48 15 3 I
.attending a public meeting... 29 5 I -
-Have already protested and are
ooyooe .....I ; I-Have not protested yet_ but 41 1are willing to do so.,.,...... 14 7 I0
-Have not protested and have no
desire to do so...........o... 30 43 58"{ 71
-Have the feeling that
in their connmuni%y are very
or moderately numerous...... _. 8_ 34 20 12
-By knowing who lives around
their L_ 33 19 12
I
4.2. Relatipnshi--with Exposure to Aircraft Noise
A synthetic trend index of protests to aircraft noise (factor _r_nge) has been constructed from answers to the two questions exam-
ined below (Q.35 and Q.36) and is concerned with actual complaints
and measures.
The next table illustrates how this index varies (calculated
out of i0) with the airports and zones of exposure to airplane noise. " .-
Examination of this B!table con:Firms the paradoxical situation
of the residents from Chavenay. Not only is the trend to protest
.... hi_her around Chavenay than around the other airports_ whereas these
people are less exposed to aircvaft noise, but I;hosewho are the
least exposed are tl?e oae_ who complain ellamost.
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Chavenay Guyancourt Saint-Cyr- Chelles--
l'Ecole le-Pin
Zone 1 :_N = 70%o 75 ..... 5.86 3,05 3,05 2,94 3_49
Zone 2 : N = 76 %o 82 ..... 4_95 3,55 2,51 2,54 3,09
i.
Zone3 : N = 83 -87 ..... - 5,05 3,11 2.84 3,50
Zone4 : N = 88 & + ..... - (4,00)_ - 2,50 2,73
-b_ 5,48 3,75 2,98 2,72
Key: _-average per sound class; b-average per airport; *-number of
individuals interviewed less than 10.
It may be observed that there is no relationship between the
protest trend and the level of exposure to noise for St-Cyr and
Chelles. At Guyancourt, the reaction of residents is logical: the
trend to complain increases with the index for the exposure to air-
plane noise. The reactions of residents from St-Cyr and Chelles
requires further explanation.
The assumption of a "saturation" related to "the large number
of displacements, if it is plausible for St-Cry, this is not the
case for CheIles which has the least amount of traffic of the four
airports. _ere are two probable reasons: the socio.-economic com-,
position is more modest at St-Cry and even more so at Chelles than
at Guyancourt and Chavenay_ growth of the Chelles and St-Cyr air-
ports is saturated, whereas future expansion of the Chavenay and
Guyancourt airports has already been brought up to various extents.
5. Varlations Of Anne=ante with the Psophic Index
Let us recall, that the survey has been conducted around four
i airports on neighboring residents living in areas where the psophic
index value N is equal to or above 70. Curves of equal exposure to
noise levels of light aircr&fts (isopsophic curves)_ has made it
possible to define for each airport four areas in which residents
will be interviewed. 'I_e distribution of the residents questioned
has been provided in the :introdue_iono Some areas h&ve turned out
to _ave an inadequate population density for p_oviding the theoreti.-
cal number of interviews required in the survey schedule_ This ex-o
plains the absence of s6me points on hhe curve in the next table.
_?-. .......... Zones of •Chavenay Guyanc.our_ Saint-Cyr- Chelles- Average
Exposure l'Ecole le-Pin per Zone
70 _ 75 ........... 7.05 1,83 0,77 0,63 1,88
76 _ 82 ........... 6.75 4,03 3,06 2,77 3,67
: 83 _ 87 ........... - 7.34 5,44 3.75 5.42
_": 88 et + ........... - (6,25) m
_i.,_.. - 4, 07 4.50
Average per
Airport....,., 6,90 4,86 3,09 2.80
f
\
@ = small representation (less than iO individuals)
average
ann oyanc e
_ A Chavenay
-- + Guyaneourt
• St--Cyr
I0 o Chelles
5 ///"
/ j....'"
+f .,/ ..0" _-
o--// ....."_%T'"'"'" 4 1 .4
70-75 76-82 83-87 88 & + N
;_ Am_oyance averages increase with the level of exposure to
;_ airplane noise up to zone 3_ with statistically signlflca.nt diff-
(/_ erences from one zone to _nother, except at Chavenay where "the ave r'-
iill age arm oyance_ highe1" than for the other airports_ does not vary
i'_ significantly from one zone to another_ It may also be noted that
there is a plateau for the most exposed zone which could correspond
to a saturation,
These results may be synthesized by computing the correlation
factor between annoyance and the level of exposure to airplane noise.
In aI_ case_ since Chavenay has shown individual characteristics on
more than one point in results found up to now, the computation has
been performed in three cases: for all airports (4), Chavenay only,
the other three airports together.
Scale of 6 !toms Scale of 8 Items
si'mpie Weighted Simple Weighted
! Correlation with Psophic
I Index N.o....,_.....o.,,.
I ,For all 14airports.,...., .25 .32 .26 .32
.For Chavenay.._.,....... - !6 - 07 - |9 - 06
• e • •
i .For the 3 other airports .37 .41 .37 .41
_ Examination of this table oonfirms_ first, the superiority of
_ the weighted scale of 6 items over other means of measurement shown
, in chapter 2. The level of the correlation coefficients_ which te-
l mains low even though the oonstructionoof the annoyance evaluation ,,..-"
instruments has been refined, is due to the fact that this is for an
_dua_l anno'::_nce_which is formed of personal factors which
i sometimes cause substantial inter-indivudual variations. On the
- ti other hand, if we compu ,e the correlation between the average arnloy-
anoe per zone of exposure to airplane noise and the psopbie index_
! we would find a higher value ,(;_I )_ which has already been found byother studies_ particularly the Ifop investigation around Orly whe:[_e[_ .
I:. the coefficient thus rose from o21 to .68.
It is probably these personal factors which explain the statis-
ileal indepdendence of annoyance expressed by comparison with the
exposu_,e to airplane noise and which is manifested by a very small
correlat:ion with the psophic index N_ regardless of the _nnoyance
measuring inst1"ument usedo Accordingly_ o£her factors must be i;x-
vesti_ated to explain the origin of _tie annoyance felt at Chavenay:
individual sensitivity to r_o:[se_environmental que_lity_ socio-econ-
omic factors_ fear o_" local aJ:_port expansion_ etc,_ °this shall
form the Objec'l;iveo.£ thO next chapter.
q_
6. Im_r_ance of the "Traffic Volume" Variable for the Computation
o !' the Pso_hic Index
Let us recall that between the psophic index I and the average
• _,1oise level L expressed in dB (N), we may establish the relationship-: .........
L = I + 32 - I0 Log N
" in which N is the number of displacements on the measuring point.
Let us also recall that the yearly traffic at the four airports
was ,the following in 19_6"
Chelles-le-Pin. 56 000
Chavenay ]42 000
Guyancourt 176 000
St-Cyr-l'Ecole 230 000
In. order to evaluate the value of the "traffic volume" variable
when estimating annoyance by the psophic index, we have by the calcu-
lation restored the initial average noise level in the survey zones
defined by _he isopsophic curves on the one hand, and distinghished
for each airport the situation of the residents interviewed in com-
parison with airport circuit and the take-off and landing trajector-
ies, on.the other han.d_, We have thus obtained a certain n_nnber of
different noise levels, namely 12_
.The following table gives the results of this calculation and
the averages for annoyance expressed by the residents exposed to
these different noise levels.
It may be noted on this table (below) that residents adjacent
to the airport live under..the:_.airplane circui.t more often than _mder
take_off and landing trajectories (two to one), and that at Chavenay,
they live exclusively uulder the circuit.
We have then computed the correlation between the noise levels
a.nd the annoyance evaluated per attitude scale. This correlation is
_24 if we consider the four airports, and .:30 if Chavenay is exclu-
ded.
We r0ay thus see that this result is less satisfactory when we/50 _!
consider only the noise levels than when we also take the traffic J
volume into account for the psophic index calculation; the correla-
tlon in this e_._seis then, let us recall, .41. ,i
We may nevertheless wonder if "_he we:ight given to traffic in ._" _"
the computation formula for-t,he psophic index is optim_nn. Other '" "
solutions may be tested during further studies, by' taking as criter'-
ior_ the correlation between the psophic index and annoyance evalua-
ted by the 6 item scale_..,established in the present study.
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Survey Location Restored Annoyance
Airport Area Noise
_verage ........................Level
Chelles-le-Pin ! Circuit 6] 0,63
2 Circuit 68 2,77
3 Trajectory 80 3,75
4 Trajeetory_ 84 4,07
Chavenay ! Circuit 63 7,05
2 Circuit 64 6,75
Guyancourt I Circuit 56 I,18
! Trajectory- 59 2,53o
2 Circuit 63 4,03
3 Circuit 69 7,34
St-Cyr-l'Ecole 1 Circuit 54 0,77
2 Circuit 61 2,77
2 Trajectory 64 3,57
3 Circuit 67 5,16 ..... :-
3 Trajectory 70 5,90
Furthermore, consideration of other parameters, particularly
of how long the noise from light aircrafts lasts_ is likely to im-
prove the representation of the psophic index related to annoyance.
CHAPTER 3 - THE CASE OF CHAVENAY
_' Even though they live in areas less exposed to airplane no_se, ....
residents interviewed at Chavenay expressed more annoyance than re-
, sidents from neighborhoods near the other airports, and this is re-
gardless of the area considered. This group also protested the most,
in the form of petitions or public meetings, against noise from pro-
pellet planes and are willing to protest again in other ways.
....•f_5_?'-!-_
'rileorigin of the annoyance felt at Chavenay must therefore be
investigated at the level of other factors than the ambient so_uld
level. Such factors particularly studied have been:
q2
.individual sensitivity to noise in genral;
,annoyance due to other ambient noises;
.quality of the environmer_t, excluding ambient noise;
.socio-economic fs_ctors: socio--professional categor" and monthly
income per home ;
.......... .fear of future expansion of the local airporto
1. Influence of Individual Sen sit_to__n Gene:ral
We have seen above (chapter 1,8) that variance analyses per'for-
med per airport and noise zone have shown that Chavenay residents
are not more sensitive to noise than people living near other air-
ports 9 and that individual sensitivity to noise in general does not
vary on She average with the zone of exposure_ even within each air-
port.
Accordingly, individual sensitivity to noise cannot be selected
as a factor explaining the unusual situation at Chavenay.
We may note, however_ a correlation between the annoyance de-
clared and sensitivity to noise in general (1); this correlation isparticularly accentuated at Chavenay:
,All four airports _,o.ooo,oo.°..,o® ,26
oOhavenayo........,......,.......... ,57
.The other three airports..o,.,.o... .22
2. Influence of Exposure to other Ambient Noises and Environmental
_ality
2.1. A first assumption was that Chavenay residents were less toler
ant of propeller aircraft noise because they were less subjected
to other ar_bient noises.
A table provides, for each airport, the average annoyance
ranges (out of 10) assigned to people living next to airports for
different ambient noise categories (Q.18) was given in chapter 2§3.1.
It seems that at Chavenay, small aircraft noise is perceived as ___
a "disturbing noise", i.e. noise which stands out from ambient noise,
whereas this is not the case for the other airports (differential
effect ).
If we calculate annoyance averages due to small aircraft noise
according to annoyance levels due to highway traffic, it may be con-
cluded that even though the _nnoyance relatiw_ to light _ir_raft
noise decreases when the annoyance caused by noise from highway traf-
fic i_creases.
_--_o--_--.the annoyance declal'ed is as high fox'an individual as he
is sensitive to noise°
3 3
Annoyance range due to highway Annoyance rane_e_ to aJ_tra ffic
o-1.......... 4,44
2-3.......... 3,95
4-5.......... 3,36
6-7 .......... 3,09
8-I0 ......... 2,88
2.2. According to a second assumption, the "disturbing effect" of
light airplane noise would not only result from the absence or
a low intensity of other ambient noises_ but also and more gen-
erally from the quality of the local environment.
In fact, the answers to questions 2 and 3 make it possible to
see that the people living near the Chavenay airport are especially .
/
satisfied with their natural enviro_ment and their living quarters. _/
ChavenayGuyancourtSaint-CyrChelles
,Judge the life-style in their % Z %
neighborhood as "_easant(q.2).oo oo....................... !!_ 49 29 _s
Say they 8.rever_atis:fied (Q.3)
....with their living quarters...., i_ 69 49 47
._.,with the quality of %he air.,.. I_ IZ 42 38
.._.with parks..................... {_
....with parking facilities_ o._.._. 31 37 I01_ 26 20 ,9
....with city upkeep......,.... .... i_._. 22 27 15
3. Socio--economlc Fact;ors
' Considerable dift'e:[_encesape>ear if we consider certain socio-
economic dat_.
The following t;=_b]<_i;'ive_;for each _.:[rport {;hepe)?cen_es _nd
average annoyance r_:_,nge _3o_:'responding'{;e the main a3ocio_q)_of'_ssional
i_ Socio._Professional Gate nay court
gory oJ" of
_".::., °Retired, inactive,..,..... 6 3,3 4 2,5 12 2.5 ]-2._ 2,6
.F_m oyees_ workers. ...... . 5.0 3,3 2.7
.Middle Executives, snlall
busines smen, craftsmen ...., _4 5.3 20 3.6 28 3,5 23 2.9
_i_"J .Hi,her execu_ives_ liber--j
ii_i al profes., industrialists, !_'8_[ 16-'_ " 52 4,6 38 3., 5 3.9
;!_i:1 big businessmen........ .... "
i!
';_ socio-professtonal categories of people, questioned who live near an
i This table brings to light not only the difference in socio-
_ professional composition between Chavenay (68% higher executives,
7!! liveral professions_ industrialists and big businessmen) and the
other airports_ but also the relationship between socio-professional
level and annoyance caused by light aircraft noise p a relationship
which is more distinct at Chavenayo
The correlation between these two variables is .21 for all foul-
iarports_ but .28 for Chavenay and .17 for the other 3 airports.
The following table gives for each airport, the average and me-i
_,! dian income, and for each income bracket the percentage of indivi-
duals interviewed and the average corresponding annoyance range.
......... We may see that the average for annoyance declared increases
with the income_ regardless of the airport p and at Chavenay we may
note the largest percentage of high incomes (55% of the people in-
"_ terviewed earn more than 8_O00 F per month) and the highest annoy-
_nce levels.
The correlation between the monthly income level in the home an
and the annoyance level is .24 for Chavenay. It is equal for the
•_ other three airports: .23.
4. Fear of Future Aix_?ort _ °
..... _!,xpans._on%
' Some comments made du_._in6fin.terv:iew_-_a Chavena.y during" _he
exploratory inves_igoation have shown -tha-ethe extent of re_-_.ctionsof
, protests expressed aroln_d this airpor£ could not be due ;-_.'_much to
curren.t pz'opeller ]?lane traffic _s to the fear of seeing this traf-
fic exp_.%ndor convert to other forms of aircr_:_'tir_ _;he future,
Sa_pling results_ confil'm this _ssumption (question 39)_
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I [Chavenay Guyancourt Saint-Cyr Chelles
.Average Income. ...... ,...,o. I_ ] 6500 5500 4 000
" " l " I 00 ......Median Income.,,..,,,_,,,,,,. __.__ 7 5 5 500 3 500
% Annoy % Annoy % Annoy % Annoyance ance ante ance
Income _ Range Range' Range "_' Range }
less thanIO00F ....... 1 _ I _ ! _ 5 2o.1
. 1000- 1999? ........2 _ 2 _ 3 _ 8 2,5
. 2000- 2999F ........ I _ 5 __., 8 1,8 16 3_0
• 3000 - 3999 F ........ 2 _ 5 _ 9 2.9 21 3,3
o 4000- 4999F ........8 _ 9 2.6 II 3.5 |4 3_3
. 5000_ 5999F ........4 _ |0 3,3 II 3.1 10 3.0
• 6000- 6999F ........S. • 6 3.4 12 2,3 7 3,6
. 7000- 7999F ........9 _ 12 4.6 lO 3.6 4
..8000- 8999 F ........ 21 5,9 18 5.0 12 3,7 3 x
. l0000- 14999F ....21 5.9 16 5,0 8 3.5 I x
. 15000"F &+ ..... 13 6.5 7 5.3 I _ _ _
"The reasons why people complain about small aircraft traffic
are not exactly the same for everybody and everywhere. From the fol
lowing attitudes_ which one is closes to yours?"
Chavenay _uyan. St-Cyr Ghelles
17 no4'70 _ ..ante y0 ante ante
ante Hange
Range Range Range
.You are annoyed by today's air _,
traffic and fear it will annoy :}
you more in the future?,,.. .... I
traffic, but are not concerned
1 that it will annoy you in future
.You are rlot annoyed by present 5 3.8 12 5.6 13 6.4 4 6,6
a,ir tra ffi¢_ but fear it will
become annoying in the future.; I
,You do not feel you are annoyed 27 4.5 33 4,4 13 4,3 21 3,8 o ![
now or will be anneyed in the
future,, ,.0 ,...,,,., o,,,,,,,,, o.,
8 2,6 r3_ 2,1 _ 1,9 I-6_9_-[ 2.3 " [
.. tO0 IO0 I00 |00 I
@ The average annoyance range has not been computed because the re- '_
presentation is too small (less than iO individuals). ;,
The relative fear of future traffic expansion is considerably
more wide-spread at Chaw_nay (87% of residents questioned) than
around the other airports (49% at Guyancourt, 18% at St-Cyr, 27%
at .4Lhe]l es ).
If we consider the relationship between attitudes toward t_his /_
question (fear of future expansion) and the declared annoyance meas"
ured by the Guttman scale_ we may observe a positive corre].ation of
•.59 between this annoyance and the fear of future expansion: this
correlation is of the same order for Chavenay and the other three
airport s.
In other words, annoyance is high where fear is wide-spread_
annoyance is low where fear is infrequent.
Accordip l_t is thehi.'h fre uenq- of the fear of futur_._ e
_ion at Chavena which ex lains the anno ante recorded andno__ t
_e_l 9f ex_:osure to light aircraft noise, this is even more
_rue since peo_,le 1..lying near the Chav__ena_air__ort reside in zones
where the__. index is the lowes_t.
Analysis of correlations between the different factors studied
brings to light at Chavenay a special consistency in the attitudes
toward light aircraft noise. Contrary to what has been observed for
the other three airports_ the annoyance caused by small aircraft
noise, the relative fear of future traffic expansion and the sensi-
tivi.ty to noise in general are highly interconnected values, .....
whereas these three variables are independent from the index for
exposure to airplane noise (N).
Chavenay The Other 3 Airports
Sensiti- An--_oy Fear Sensiti- f_inoy Fear
vity to ance of vity to ante of
noise future noise in Fut-
in gener general ure
al
N._._.._._ _05 -'o07 .05 N.............. .O0 ,4i .23
Sensitivity Sensitivity
to noise in to noise in
general ,_ _ general _ o22 .18
- Annoyance _ .. _ Annoyance...... •59
5- Noticeabl_e Improvements Made On Propeller Airplane Circuit at
Chavena_ in March 1977
A few months prior to the investigation, improvements were made
on. the llglht aircraft circuit; the latter was shortened and its
height was raised from 200 to 250 meters.
(Q.40) 85% of the residents interviewed in -thevicinity of
this airport were aware of these modifications; 27% of
thegn noticed them personally rind 58% of the_i became aware
in another way,
These improvements seem to hav'e had positive effects,
since 25% of the people estimated that they resulted in
a decline in the annoyance, only 5% thought _nnoyanee had
increased; 70%:didn't notice any difference compaJ?ed to
the same period last year,
CHAPTER 4 - IMAGE OF THE LOCAL AIRPORT AND LIGHT AVIATION
(Q,41) i. _ep_;_.n_ the Local Airport
(Q.41) Nearly 3/4 of the residents adjacent to Guyancourt /61
(73%) and Chelles (71%) have already gone to the local
airport. Such excursions are nat as customary at Cha-
venay (55%) and at St-Cyr-l'Ecole (43%).
(Q.42) These residents frequent the local airport for two
reasons ,',
.to walk around and watclh the air_lanes (in analyses
made by CERPAIR, it seems that this answer is mare fre-
quent fox'women, probably because they take their chil-
dren there for walks).
.to go for airplane rides, especially for aerial _'??
babtisms. • ,-
Chavenay Guyancourt St-Cyr-- Chelles-
1'Ecole le-°Pin
% % % 7.
-Have been to the local airport..... 55 _ 43
,to {_o for a walk and watch the
airplanes,.,.,,. ...... ... .... .,,,. 29 (23) _] 30 (20) _(--_3)1
.to go for an airplane ride (aerial
babtism, trip, etc,,) (1).,.,_,,,, 11 (8) _] 9 (5)20_i_20(9)
.to watch aerial shows_ attend
aerial meeting (3.)_,_,,,......... , 7 (7) 1 (I) 2 (I) 6 (2)
.to accompany a family membes., _i
friend, or acquaintance who is
pilotlng_.,............,,......... 5 (3) 7 (3) 6 (4) 7 (5)
ofor other reasons ................. 6 (3) 2 (2) 3 (2) 2 (e)
(1) -Tlle percentage iz_ p;;..Pei°i_i;_sisindicates the propor_io_:_of thot_;e
residents living ne;_ir;_li.Ppo:_tswho h__.veg'or_eto (.;helocal _.:[P-
In order to examine these trips to the airport_ _
_"_ (participating in airport activities: meetings_ air-
plane rides, piloting) in relationship with the zone of
exposure to airport noise, a synthetic index has been
constructed on the basis of a factors analysis of.all data
(see chapter 5).
q_ais index of trips to the airport make it possible
_:! to assign to each individual questioned a range which has
been computed here out of lO in order to make comparisons,
The table below gives the results of the analysis_
which does not show e. significant difference between the
zones of exposure to noise or between airports,
Zone of Expos- Chavenay Guyancourt Saint-Cyr- Chelles- Average/
ure I'Ecole le-Pin ---_ZQ_
N = 70 to 75... 4.3! 3,43 4,06 3,83 3,91
N = 7 6 to 82... ;4,00 3_63 3,49 4.26 3,99
N = 83 to 87,., - 3,86 4,11 3.96 3.95
N = 88 & + ,,,, - (3.80.) - 4.38 4.00
Aver, per airpor-t 4.2] 3.62 3,99 4,07
(Q, SJ & The evaluations expressed on. the local airport seem
4Ja) to vary considerably from one community to another, They
are the least favorable at Chavenay 9 probably in relation-
ship with annoyance Ik'em propeller plane noise,
(Q.54) It may be noted that the view of the ;_irporL i,'_n_ol'e
- common amon_ residents near (,haven_.
i.% From the main l'esult_.__"ecorded on the gable be!ow,
we should point out £he willingness of _ large pereentalge
of residents to make trips to the local _.iz'port if it :is
• (Q.43c) equipped with ple._.sant faciJ..ities for visitors,
At Guya_court, more than half of (;he _?osidents inte:t'._
viewed consider the airport _%s a nice pla.ce to 61"ofor _
.......... walk;-the view of the airport and :_ni_tll_ircraft t:_P_i'fic
is most of'ton considered as l:)ar_of the picturesque sur_
:coundings of the Conilllunil;y,(52.._{,).,
(A.40) This positive attitude is expressed in the opinion
of 57% of the residents who prefer to keep the Guyancourt
airpo_t (its removal is planned in the city expansion:
projects for the new city of St-Quentin-en-Yvelines). _ _.
Chavenay Guyancourt St-Cyr- Chelles-
l'Ecole le-Pin
% Z % Z
Q.54-See part or all of the air- __
port from their windows....... 14_ 13 22 5
Q.53..Consider that the view of the
airport and airtraffic...
.takes away the charm of the
oommunity surroundings..... _ 14 8 4
.is part of its attraction.. ,9 ___ _I I_
.has not effect at all...... 50 35 41 36
IO0 IO0 ]00 IO0
Q.43-Consider the airport as a
e IE 42:nice place to str ii........ 20
Q.43-1f pleasant facilities were
c added to accomodate visitersp
would go once in awhile..... 32 54 [___ I_
(Q.4% & A rather large percentage of the residents interviewed
45) know people who use the local airport: 15% at Chelles, 29%
at St-Cyr, but 3_% at Guyancourt and 36% at Chavenay.
4 0
(Q,47) The image of pilots in the eyes of residents seems to
have socio-economical undertones: for most people question-
ed, ____s to affluent c:[rcle_.
(Q.L_8) We know that such participants are mostly masculine.
" From the point of view of age, most participants are
25 years old or more.
(Q.46) Secondary characteristics encouraging people to pilot
are :
"_r aeronalitics: "they are the addicted,
the passionate, the bold who love risks, who love to fly
for the sake_of flying" - frequent description given by
residents near 0havenay (28% bring tit Up on their own).
.and a certain moral and__ .intellectual .prestige: "they
are upstanding people, well-maxlnered, out-going, serious,
self-controlled, who respect regulations, they are quiet_
dignified and have a certain know-how..." These character-
istics are quite rare in portraits given by residents at
Chavenay; it is more typical at Guyancourt.
(Q,52) Among the reasons why people learn to pilot, the most
common ones given by the residents interviewed are the
pl.easure of flying, pass,line, amusement, sport and the
practicality of light aviation as a means of transport
and preparation for aeronautical, career.
This hedonistic and sports portrait rather than util-
itarJ.an one i___ _lon is exs-ressed the most
at Chaven_.
(Q. 50) Finall___.___the residents ues tioned, thou ht the. facili-.
ties should be made available to the youth of their com-
munit ivin them the o ortu_it to learn to ilot
_l air =lanes. This opinion was. expressed by most resi-
dent at St-Cyr-l'Eoole(S3%)andat Chelles-le-Pin(85%)
and by a large majority at Guyancourt (78%) and even at
C_ (64%), in spite of the annoyance by light air-
crafts and the feeling of hostility toward the airport.
(Q.51) There are two main reasons fox" this attitude: the pos-
sibility of learning to fly should become more democratic
and it is a healthy, educational, pleasant sports activity.
The data collected on the image of the local airport and on
light aviation appears to point up to the cause of protests made _ )
against the noise of p_opeller planes, namely_ in addition to the (
concern about future expansion_ it is because of the exclusive ,
nature of its practice in the cur_atus of l-£_ht aviation, much.
-@
more than because of its presence and effects.
CHAPTER 5 - STATISTICAL SYNTHESIS OF THE RI!,oUL_S
All results from the different statistical analyses of data
collected, during this survey will now be examined at two levels:
influence of the various individual 9 sociological or psychological
c]_aracteristics on the annoyance from light aircraft noise; factors
analysis of all available data.
i. Influ__enceof Certain Indivi._ _ _ _ .dual ,Char,acteristics
i.I. Influence of Sociological Variables
Eleven sociological characteristics have been recorded for each
person interviewed and studied in relationship with annoyance from
light aircraft noise for all four airports.
From these variables_ four are related to the annoyance from
light airplanes at the statistical threshold_of .01. (This threshold
means that we have less "than one chance in one hundred to be wrong
by stating that the variable under consideration is in relationship
with the declared annoyance).
The table of the next page gives a global picture of these
results,
i, 2. Inf_luence of Ps ch_ol_o__-ic_a]__Variable s
Eight variables are examined here. Six of them are signifi-
cantly associated with annoyance from light airplanes,
_le table of page 42 presents an overview of these results.
In order t6 bring to light the underlying dimensions as a ftn_c-
tion of which the answers to questions _.re organized and to test the
consistency of the results_ [i factors analysis has been performed by
the Hotelling main. components analysis method covering the main so-
ciological variables and ei{_'htpsychological variables presented in
the preceding paragraph_ to which we h--_ve_dded t%voloc£v_ion varia-
bles (psophic index of exposure to noise_ position versus runway
axis and circuit).
This factors analysis h_s been applied to all four airports,
The intercorrelations between _._,s_, twenty one vax'iabJe,_are
_Iven in the appendix,
Znfluenoe of Sociolo_.ical Va'ria.bles
_. Variables Significance Relationships with Annoyance
! Threshold From Airplane Noise
!. Age - No relationship
- No relationship
...... 168,.. _ - No _--
, ,____ o ._'_e.L_ Isi O_ISrll p
i., nautic s - No relationship
of runway or under
flight circuit - No relationship
place of work - No relationship
ca-
tegory .01 (Highest in the socio-profes-
sichal hierarchy - hi_her exe-
cutives - are the most annoyed).
' ' "Those #Ith-:.thehighest, income
Total available income "_01 sg____re the most_dm
"Owner or renter .01 Owners are the most annoyed_
homes are more annoyed than
residents of apartment buildings,
Frequenting the local
.01
Satisfaction with environ
ment .05 Those who are the lea,at satis-
fied with the environment (
- (there are a few) are more
.... a_n_uo,yed ............
'S'ati s fac tio_-_wi th life-
style in genera.l. .01 Those who are the most sati.s-
fled with their life--style are
the most annoyed
Tenda_my to complain of The m.ost annoyed c.ompla.in the
a_rle noise .... O1---_ mos_t of airplane noise
Attitude toward local The most annoyed do not think
airport .01 of the airport a,%_t,_nice place
.... to walk throu_,h
Qu.ie_ness i_rom the-point o01 _hb.osewho are the ]_e_:_tsa'_J.s_
Of view of ambient fled with ambient noise gener-
%. noise all_ are t:henlost :annoyed,
Sensitivity to noise &Oft. Those who are the most sensi-
% tire tO noise {Jenerally are
Fear of _M'bure A,i:cport Those who fear future exi?an-
Bh_pansion °01 sion 'themost _re the most _z.l-
n oyed
h.3
We were able to isolate seven independent factors which
explain 64% of the total variance:
1. Enviro__ _ . .nmen_-
We find i_. this factor by order of decreasing saturation_
satisfaction of the ecological environment, satisfaction of the life
style and n.onaeronautical ambient noise.
" This i\%ctor explains 11,3% of the total variance.
2, Socio_Economie Level
Foul, elements contribute to this factor: socio-professional
category_ age_ length of residence and income. This factor explains
11.3% of the total variance,
3, _Anng.yanceFrom Airplane Noise
This factor also explains 11.3% of the total variance. It
groups by order of decreasing saturation the annoyance from airplane
noise (weighted scale of 6 items), the tendency to complain of air-
plane noise_ the attitude towards the local airport_ the fear of
i_ture airport expansion_ and the individu_l sensitivity to noise in
general,
4. !ir !!!
q_o elements are saturated in this factor which explains 8.6%
of the total variance- the psophic index and location versus the
airport (runway or circuit axis).
5• _rt ors
................The elements involved in this factor are for the type of dwel-
ling (individual home or apartment in a building) and whether there
is a private garden. This factor explains 7,9% of the to_al var-
iance.
6, _ _Conditions
The sex and noisy working environment make up this _actor which
explains 7.2% of the total variance,
7. Co,mection with Aeronautics
This last factor represents only 6.5% of the total variance.%
It includes professional ties with _eronautics and trips to the lo-
cal airport.
In conclusion, the f_tctor of noise from airplane noise stands
out in comparison with the other factors_ particul_Irly the socio-
economic an,d dwelling f_ctors.
On the other ha,n(J_-purely .p,_ycho_oglt,,._lelements are an inte6'r_ll
part and shou,ld *lOt be isoJ,_!_ted_especially c._la_;of ind:i,v._dualsen-
sitivity to noise in. (.;e_._ral_ 'the _tl-;titudetow::t.rd tlhe local airport
and tile fear of the future expansion of this airport.
q_le next table g_'oups the results of this analysis (saturation
in 7 factors).
PACTORSANAL_ YSI.S _SATURA'PION).
VARIABLES"_ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Satisfaction with .....
environment,,,,,,,,,,, ,, -.872i -.094 .115 ..072 .073 -.059 -.103
Satisfaction with
life-style, ,,o••••,•®•_ -.7551 -.052 .222 -.070 -.003 -.038 -.039
Nonaeronautical am-
blent noise,,,,e,,_,e,, -.6461 -.146 .36/+ -.179 .027 .132 -.028
Ag _ -i
Coco, o,,e,oo, ,..®,,., .079 .832 .115 .021 .006 -.014 .I00.
Socio-professional
c_tegoryo +oe,_o,,,,, e,,I .180 .744] .261 -.038 047 -.030 .283
Length of residence,,,, -.170 -.6661.085 .076 -.133 -.121 .269
Income level, _,o_•,_••o .278 _ .365 .004 .138 -.047 .367
A!uloyance from planes, ° _91-.021 .190 .298 -.113 .007 -.015
Tendency to complain,,, .056 .087 .692J -.219 -.228 .052 .022
Attitude toward local
airport, o,,,,,,,, ,_,, ,, .138 .049 .6181 -.042 .301 .061 -.190
•Fear =of future exp, °,°, -.088 -.163 .5491 -.143 _288 -.091 .067 ........_L
Sensitivity to noise,,, -.476 -.051 .4921 -.006 .093 -.189 .154
Psophic index,,,,, °,,,, .092 -.046 134 .065 .031 .024
Location versus air-
port,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,;, .017 .038 .168 .060 -.051 .048
q_pe of dwelling,,,,,,, .135 -.102 .185 .223 -.7551 -.097 .188
Private garden or not_., .I09 .055 .054 .143 .8001 -.053 .144
Noisy en_tirenment at -.056 .176 .043 .017 .025 -.109
work,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,°,, .002 .285 .082 .092 .044 L.7_ .133
Ties with aeronautics
•,,,_,_ .103 .101 .027 -.019 .160 .191 .6281
Trips to the local
airport_,, o,,,,,,, o,,, , .055 .191 179 .006 .304 -.102 -.584J
Owner or rentingo,_,,,, _---
"'°'''" -.259 .098 .365 -.362 .197 .212 -.329
Key: l-Environment_ 2-Socio-economic level_ 3-Annoyance from planes_
_-l'_xposureto plane noise_ 5-Dwelling; 6-Conditions at Work
7-Ties with aeronautics,
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